‘The Story of Tom Brennan’ - Timeline

Over the summer you will need to read ‘The Story of Tom Brennan’. As you read it, or after, you are to fill in the timeline. You need to hand it in to your English teacher during the first class of English in 2012.

**Chapter 1 and 2**
Describe what it is like for Tom living with ‘gran’

**Chapter 3 FLASHBACK**
Tom recalls the night of the Sudden Death Party- List 5 things he remembers

**Chapter 5, 6 and 7**
Looking at the image above, how does it relate to the events in Chapters 5, 6 and 7.

**Chapter 8, 9 and 10**
Tom wants to visit Daniel. Where is Daniel? How is he feeling?

**Chapter 11**
How has the accident affected the lives of Kath and Fin?
Chapter 13 and 14
Who is celebrating their 19th Birthday? Why is it so uncomfortable for Tom?

Chapter 15
Which character in Chapter 15 decides to chop all their hair off and why?

Chapter 17
Fill in the missing words for Tom’s team’s cry:
Bennie’s Bennie’s __________________
Bennie’s Bennie’s __________________
To the North To the __________________
To The __________ To the __________________
Bennie’s Bennie’s __________________

Chapter 18 and 19
A love story emerges....
Who? What?
Where? Why?
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